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Weather 

No major changes to the forecast.  The first thing to 

point out this morning is that rainfall totals in the very 

dry portions of western IA during the weekend were a 

disappointment.  The first map at the right shows the 

3-day radar estimated precipitation totals for the area.  

You can see that only southwestern/southcentral IA 

saw any decent precipitation during this period.   

 

The second map at the right is the 7-day QPF.  The 

obvious trend you can see here is that rainfall chances 

over the next week will favor southern and eastern 

portions of the Corn Belt.  Rainfall chances will be a 

near daily event, but the biggest rains will fall late in 

the period.  You can see that the dry portions of IA are 

not favored to get much rain at all.  As usual, the QPF 

might be overstating coverage a bit but there is 

excellent model agreement on good rainfall chances 

in the areas shown at the right. 

 

The good news for the drier portions of IA (and 

elsewhere) is that temps over the next two weeks 

should be pretty mild.  In fact, a lot of below normal 

temps are expected through the Corn Belt over the 

next 10 days. 

 

A lot of focus these days on the Three Gorges Dam in 

China.  The heaviest rains in China over the next 7 

days will fall downstream of the dam, as shown in the 

map at the right.  However, there will still be some 

significant precipitation that falls upstream from the 

dam and that will certainly only add stress to the 

situation. 

 

Crops 

A lot of buzz about the last week or more of soybean 

sales.  Last week we saw flash sales of more than 1.7 

mmt.  A lot of that was earmarked to China, and its 

probably safe to assume that a healthy portion of the 

unknown destination sales will find their way in China 

as well.   

 

This is good news for US soybean demand of course and a lot of people are suggesting this could be a sign that 

the Chinese are working towards fulfilling their trade deal ag purchase requirements.  While these purchases 
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certainly narrow the gap on what they need to buy, I would argue that they have nothing to do with any deal.  

Since the deal was signed, the Chinese have focused their buying at the lowest-priced origin….most of this year 

that has meant Brazil.  This buying behavior is nothing unusual and has nothing to do with the trade deal.  The 

US is simply the lowest-priced option.  The good news for US soybean bulls…that doesn’t appear likely to change 

any time soon. 

 

We’ve discussed the fact that Brazilian exportable supplies have largely been exhausted before…so I won’t 

rehash all of that again.  What I will rehash again is a breakdown comparing landed values out of the US and out 

of Brazil.  The breakdown is shown below.   

 

 
 

You can see the breakdown shows that the US is easily below Brazilian equivalents through at least October.  In 

theory, the price difference should continue all the way through new crop Brazilian supplies are available.  This 

should mean that the US continues to see active and ongoing Chinese demand in the weeks and months ahead.   

 

While this is certainly a supportive factor on its own, we obviously still have weather and crop production to 

consider.  If you are of the opinion that the weather is favorable and the crop is getting bigger…as I am…that 

provides an offset to the bullish element of demand.  Might we see soybean futures work into rangebound price 

action as the market tries to figure out which input is the most important? 

 

Livestock 

I’ve never been one to put much stock in any of the 

Cattle Inventory reports.  I suppose I am making an 

exception to that rule this time around…which might 

be a mistake, I’ll admit.  That said, the combination of 

the COF and Cattle Inventory reports do seem to jive 

with each other.  The main highlight from these 

reports seems to be we might have far fewer backed-up feeder supplies than originally feared.   

 

So let’s first note that the COF reports YTD imply that we have placed roughly 1 million head fewer cattle this 

year than at this point last year.  Obviously June placements were up slightly vs. last year, but prior to that every 

month this year had been down from last year. 

 

USG Values Brazil Paranagua Values

Aug Sep Oct Aug Sep Oct

CIF Value 72.5 74 74 Paper Premium 150 150 144

Assumed FOB Prem 25 25 25

CBOT Futures 904.75 899.25 899.25 CBOT Futures 904.75 899.25 899.25

SQ SX SX SQ SX SX

USD/MT Conversion 368.26$  366.79$  366.79$  USD/MT Conversion 387.55$  385.53$  383.33$  

USG-China Pmax 41.4 41.4 41.4 Santos-China Pmax 32.4 32.4 32.4

Total Landed Ex-Tax 409.66$  408.19$  408.19$  Total Landed Ex-Tax 419.95$  417.93$  415.73$  

Cattle on Feed 

  Actual Median Range 

On-Feed 99.6% 100.0% 99.1-100.7% 

Placements 102.1% 103.8% 100.1-107.9% 

Marketings 101.3% 101.1% 98.8-103.1% 
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But now let’s look at the cattle inventory report.  We can use the inventory report to give a rough estimate, 

imperfect admittedly, of the available feeder cattle supply outside of feedyards.  That estimate, compared with 

July 1 2019, is shown here.  You can see that based on the inventory report, FSOF is only 340k head more than 

last year.  Accounting for the fact that Jan 1 FSOF was down about 100k YOY to start the year, it means the 

inventory report implies we’ve backed-up “only” 440k head, or roughly half of what the market generally feared 

based on the COF reports.  That’s a big deal. 

 

July 1 Cattle Inventory (1,000 head) 

  

"Other" 

Heifers 

Steers 

500# and 

Over 

Calves 

Under 

500#   July 1 COF   

Implied 

FSOF 

2019 7,900 14,700 28,100 

 

11,480 

 

39,220 

2020 8,000 15,000 28,000 

 

11,438 

 

39,562 

YOY 100 300 -100   -42   342 

 

 

Obviously there are a lot of analysts and traders dismissing the implications of the inventory report.  Admittedly, 

I normally dismiss the inventory report too.  However, I do think it is curious that the COF reports over the past 

two months have shown lighter weight cattle to be the primary increases in placements.  If we have truly been 

backing up big supplies of feeder cattle, you’d think that the placement weights would be starting from heavier 

levels.   
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The data may be clear as mud, but it sure implies the feeder cattle back-up is not nearly as bad as feared.  Both 

FC and LC should start the session considerably higher this morning, I suspect… 

 

Financials 

What a morning of price action.  Gold, silver, and now even bitcoin are screaming higher.  Bitcoin appears to be 

on the verge of a major technical breakout and might start acting like gold and silver before long.  The dollar is 

getting absolutely roasted, which hopefully comes as no surprise to anyone reading this as that has been 

something I’ve been pounding the table on for months now.  Looking at the chart of DX futures, I don’t see any 

significant technical support until closer to the 92.00 area.  One thing you are almost certain to hear more of in 

the weeks and months ahead is the term “stagflation”.  This term describes an economy where inflation is 

picking up but is not accompanied by stronger employment and overall economic growth.  Due to the massive 

central bank money-printing, we certainly should be looking for higher inflation rates…and due to the lingering 

effects of Covid we could be looking at a period of economic malaise.  Expect that to become a major topic of 

conversation going forward. 

 

On tap today Senate Republicans will release the highlights from their next stimulus package which is expected 

to come in around a measly $1 trillion.  The goal will be to extend unemployment benefits, but it will be 

interesting to see if they continue with the added $600 weekly amount.  Getting the stimulus plan through 

Congress is going to be very difficult due to the partisan nature of things in this election cycle, and the idea that 

it will pass before the current $600 add-on bonus expires later this week seems difficult to believe.  Adding 

pressure is the Congressional recess which starts Aug 10.  The Democrats have proposed a $3.5 trillion package 

and it has already passed the House, but again it is DOA in the Senate.   
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Energy 

Crude oil futures are slightly higher this morning at the time of writing, definitely finding support from the risk-

on, inflation-driven rally we’re seeing today.  Before gold and silver and everything else took off, however, oil 

was trading slightly lower.  I don’t see any major oil related news to pass along.  On one hand oil is looking a 

total lack of investment in production and lower overall production rates.  On the other hand, gasoline and 

other demand sources continue to struggle with the pandemic.  I don’t see any reason to expect a significant 

breakout of oil’s range-bound price action right now.  That said, as inflation expectations continue to push 

higher, I would think the path of least resistance for oil would be up. 

 

Today’s Calendar (all times Central) 

• Durable Goods Orders – 7:30am 

• Export Inspections – 10:00am 

• Crop Progress – 3:00pm 

 

Thanks for reading.  

David Zelinski 

dzelinski@nesvick.com 

901-766-4684 

Trillian IM: dzelinski@nesvick.com 

 

DISCLAIMER: 

This communication is a solicitation for entering into derivatives transactions.  It is for clients, affiliates, and 

associates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC only. The information contained herein has been taken from trade and 

statistical services and other sources we believe are reliable. Opinions expressed reflect judgments at this date 

and are subject to change without notice. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the 

author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or trading strategies of Nesvick Trading Group LLC and its 

subsidiaries. Nesvick Trading Group, LLC does not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it 

should not be relied upon as such.  

  

Officers, employees, and affiliates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC may or may not, from time to time, have long 

or short positions in, and buy or sell, the securities and derivatives (for their own account or others), if any, 

referred to in this commentary. 

  

There is risk of loss in trading futures and options and it is not suitable for all investors. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT 

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RETURNS.   Nesvick Trading Group LLC is not responsible for any 

redistribution of this material by third parties or any trading decision taken by persons not intended to view this 

material.  


